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ABSTRACT: Tomography is a powerful tool for obtaining three-di- rotation geometry. Although single-axis data collection is stan-
mensional information from transmission electron microscopy, but its dard in biomedical imaging (e.g., CAT scan, scanning via compu-
application faces unique challenges. A single-axis tilt geometry for terized axial tomography), other data collection geometries are
data collection results in anisotropic resolution because full angular also routinely used.
coverage is not feasible for most specimen preparations. This effect In the last 10 years, electron tomography has proved to be an
can be minimized by combining two single-axis tilt series that have

effective tool for 3D structure–function determination in cellularbeen collected orthogonal to each other. Rapid freezing has been
and molecular biology (reviewed in [6–8]) . Recent successfulsuccessfully used to preserve the native structure of biological speci-
applications include determining the location of microtubule initi-mens in a form that can be visualized in the high-vacuum environment
ation sites in centrosomes isolated from fruit fly embryos [9] ,required for electron microscopy; however, these preparations are

extremely labile to electron exposure. As a result, application of to- demonstrating dynamic changes that occur in muscle Z bands
mography to frozen-hydrated specimens has only recently become with contraction [10], characterizing the arrangement and mor-
feasible with the development of automatic data collection, and with phology of crystals formed during the initial events of bone for-
a renewed appreciation for the principle of dose fractionation. Even mation [11,12], and providing new insight into the folding of
with the limitations of traditional specimen preparations and conven- DNA into chromosomes [13,14]. Here we briefly review the
tional methods of data collection, electron microscopic tomography methodology, including recent efforts to overcome radiation dam-
has been successfully employed to probe the structure and function

age and an unfavorable specimen geometry, and present a newof several important cellular components. Current efforts include com-
application where electron tomography is combined with video-bining electron microscopic tomography and video-enhanced light
enhanced light microscopy to correlate structural determinationmicroscopy to correlate ultrastructural variation with the direction of
with motion.chromosome motion during mitosis. q 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Int
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Key words: electron microscopy; tomography; mitosis; kinetochore; A. Image Formation in Electron Microscopy. Electron to-
image analysis mography is based on the assumption that input images are true

projections of the original object, and therefore, it is crucial to
consider the conditions under which this assumption is valid. In
transmission electron microscopy, images are formed by passingI. INTRODUCTION
a beam of electrons through the specimen. Although electronsTomography is a method for reconstructing a three-dimensional
exhibit wave motion, unlike photons, they are also charged parti-(3D) volume from a set of 2D projections, using the Radon
cles. As a result, incident electrons passing close to an atomictransformation. The concept was originally formulated by Brace-
nucleus experience the effects of a strong electric field and arewell [1,2] , and introduced to electron microscopy by Hoppe [3]
deflected from their original path without losing energy (elasticand by De Rosier et al. [4,5] . The term tomography literally
scattering). On the other hand, incident electrons passing closemeans visualization of slices, which, in the strict sense, is only
to specimen electrons are deflected with a loss of energy to theapplicable when the data have been collected via a single-axis
specimen (inelastic scattering) [Fig. 1(a)] .

Although absorption of incident electrons is rare for most
specimens, an analogous form of contrast known as amplitudeCorrespondence to: B. F. McEwen

Contract grant sponsor: National Science Foundation; Contract grant numbers: contrast is created by use of an objective aperture that prevents
MCB 9420772, BIR 921904 electrons that have been scattered at a wide angle from beingContract grant sponsor: National Institutes of Health; Contract grant numbers:
GMS 40198, NCRRBTP P41-01219 included in the image formation [Fig. 1(b)] . The number of
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scattering occurs depends upon the specimen composition and is
therefore hard to predict in advance, although rough calculations
can be made [15].

The magnitude of electron scattering depends upon the atomic
number of the atoms in the specimen. Biological material is pri-
marily composed of light atoms such as carbon, nitrogen, and
oxygen, which are weak scatterers. In addition, the media in
which specimens are embedded (plastic, ice, etc.) are dominated
by the same light atoms. For this reason, it is common practice
to stain specimens with solutions of heavy metals such as lead,
osmium, and uranium, to provide amplitude contrast between the
specimen and the background.

Despite the success of heavy-metal staining in providing
strong contrast for a wide variety of biological specimens, high-
resolution structural determinations generally employ unstained
specimens because of the limited capacity of stain atoms to bind
uniformly to the specimen surface, and penetrate into fine crev-

Figure 1. Image formation in transmission electron microscopy. (a) ices. For unstained specimens and thin-stained specimens
Electron scatter. Most electrons in the incident beam suffer one of (©0.030 nm), image formation is primarily generated by phase
three fates upon interaction with the specimen. Owing to the high

contrast. Phase contrast provides a projection of specimen mass
energy of the beam, a significant fraction passes through the speci-

density if the accelerating voltage is sufficient. Special care ismen without any interaction ( i.e., is unscattered), particularly in re-
also required to insure that the phase-shift information emerginggions of low specimen mass. Incident electrons that pass close to
from the specimen is accurately converted into amplitude varia-the nucleus of a specimen atom are scattered but without losing
tions in the recorded images. This in turn requires the specimenenergy (elastic scattering) , because of the large mass difference be-

tween electrons and atomic nuclei. Incident electrons that pass close atoms to be weak scatterers, the beam convergence and energy
to specimen electrons are scattered with a loss of energy to the spread to be small, and the objective defocus to be an appropriate
specimen electrons ( inelastic scattering) . For specimens stained with value. For phase contrast, inelastic scattering contributes to the
heavy metals, where amplitude contrast predominates [see (b) ] , both background noise in the image, and hence the signal can be
elastic and inelastic scattering contribute to image formation. Only improved by energy filtration [16]. For resolutions higher than
elastic scattering, however, contributes to image formation for un-

1.5–2.0 nm, a large number of other technical considerations
stained specimens, where phase contrast predominates. (b) Contrast

must also be addressed such as the contrast transfer function offormation. Amplitude contrast is generated because widely scattered
the electron beam and specimen drift [17].electrons are blocked by the objective aperture and removed from

the beam. Wide-angle scattering is prevalent in areas of stained speci-
mens with high concentrations of heavy-metal stain. Phase contrast B. Data Collection and Computation of the 3D Recon-
is generated in low-angle scattering by a phase shift between scat- struction. The requisite views for a 3D reconstruction via elec-
tered and unscattered electrons. (Adapted from [62] ) . tron tomography are obtained by tilting the specimen in a fixed

electron beam, in contrast to medical imaging, where the patient
is in a fixed position while the source-detector arrangement is
rotated. The reason for tilting the specimen is that the specimenelectrons that pass through the acceptance angle of the objective
is small, typically mounted on a grid a few millimeters in diame-aperture is directly related to the negative logarithm of the total
ter, while the electron microscope is relatively large and immo-specimen density along the path of the electrons:
bile.

The number of views required for a tomographic reconstruc-
n Å n0exp{0Ns(a)m}

tion is determined by the desired resolution:

where n Å number of electrons; a Å acceptance angle of the
d Å aD /Nobjective aperture; s(a) Å the scattering cross section; N Å

Avogadro’s number; and m Å mass thickness (i.e., product of
density and thickness) [15]. This relationship holds for elastic where d Å resolution; D Å effective diameter of the object [18];

a Å the total angular range; and N Å number of projectionsand inelastically scattered electrons, but is no longer valid if a
significant portion of the electrons experience more than one collected. Ideally, a should be p radians, but generally it is limited

to about 2p /3 radians. Typically images are collected in 27 angu-scattering event. Therefore, if multiple scattering events are rare,
amplitude contrast records the projection density of the specimen. lar increments (i.e., N Å 61 views over a 1207 angular range).

Each view is recorded either on film or on a CCD camera thatTo prevent multiple scattering, thin specimens and high electron-
accelerating voltages are standard in electron microscopy. Con- is coupled to a YAG scintillator via fiber optics. A CCD camera

provides direct digital recording, while an additional digitizationventional instruments use accelerating voltages up to 120 kV and
are usually capable of providing quality images for specimens step is required if film is used. In either case, the 3D reconstruc-

tion is computed off-line after data collection is complete, owingup to 0.12–0.15 mm thick. Special intermediate (200–400 kV)
and high (¢1 MV) voltage instruments are employed to view to the time required for data collection and the necessity for

further alignment.specimens in thickness ranges of 0.15–0.50, and 0.20 to several
microns. The exact thickness limit before significant multiple Specimen stages used for transmission electron microscopy
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are not perfectly eucentric relative to the high resolution obtained,
and therefore, it is necessary to translate and refocus the specimen
as the tilt angle is incremented. Focus adjustment is accompanied
by specimen rotation and change of magnification. In addition,
only the approximate direction of the tilt axis is known during
data collection. Thus, one must determine the tilt-axis direction,
rotationally and translationally align the data set, and correct for
scale changes before computing a 3D reconstruction. The most
common alignment scheme used in electron tomography is to
place colloidal gold particles on the specimen surface before
recording the tilt series. Owing to their relatively small size and
high mass density, the gold particles serve as localized points
that can be viewed throughout the tilt series and used as fiduciary
markers. Alignment parameters are computed from the coordi-
nates of 10–20 markers identified in every view of the tilt-series: Figure 2. Illustration of the back-projection algorithm for tomo-

graphic reconstruction. Single rows from three different projections
Pix j Å Risip j

i / di in a recorded tilt series are represented by lines with domelike struc-
tures. The latter indicate image features corresponding to high mass

where Pi Å the projection matrix for the i th tilt angle; x j Å the density in the original structure. Lines emanating from each projection
coordinates of the j th marker in 3D space; Ri Å the rotation represent back-projection rays. One of the projections and its set
matrix of the i th projection around the axis orthogonal to the of back-projection rays are labeled. For another projection, Pu , the
image plane; si Å the scale; p j

i Å the measured coordinates of contents of a single pixel, pi ,u , and its corresponding back-projection
ray, p *i ,u , are indicated. Back-projection rays arising from the domelikethe j th marker on the i th projection; and di Å the translation of
structures intersect in the 3D reconstruction volume at the locationsthe i th marker. Conjugate gradient methods [19–21] or closed-
corresponding to points of high mass density in the original structure.form solutions [22] are used iteratively to minimize computed
(Reproduced from [63], with permission) .and measured values of Pix j for all values of i and j .

Computation of the 3D reconstruction from an aligned data set
can be accomplished via Fourier, iterative real-space, or modified
back-projection methods, with the latter having the advantage of In practice, 2a is chosen to be larger than the object diameter,
computational efficiency [18,23]. The real-space methods (i.e., D . Thus:
iterative and modified back-projection) are based upon the con-
cept of back-projection where p*i ,u , a value that is associated with

Pb
j (x j , y j , z j) Å p *uj(x j , y j) +1j( x j , y j , z j)the contents of the i th pixel, pi ,u , is distributed along a correspond-

ing ray so that the contents of each voxel falling within the i th
and the 3D reconstruction becomes:ray receive an equal share (i.e., p*i ,u is ‘‘back-projected’’ into the

reconstruction volume). This is illustrated for three projections
b(x j , y j , z j) Å ∑

j

Pb
j (x j , y j , z j)in Figure 2. In the modified back-projection approach, the back-

projected quantity is the convolution of the j th projection, puj ,
with a function, fj , that compensates for the over sampling of A qualitative illustration of the method is given in Figure 2,
low-resolution components in the data set: where back-projection rays from the three high-density regions of

three projections intersect in the reconstruction volume at points
p *uj Å puj+ fj corresponding to the locations of the objects in the specimen that

gave rise to the projection densities. In this fashion, the masswhere u is the tilt angle of the j th projection. It is convenient to
density of the original specimen is reconstructed.compute the weighting function in Fourier space where, ac-

cording to the convolution theorem,
C. Minimizing Electron Dose. Electron microscopes must op-
erate at high vacuum to prevent scattering of the incident electronP*u,u Å Pu,uFu
beam by air molecules along the optical path. For this reason,
specimens have traditionally been dehydrated, embedded in awhere the capital letters refer to the Fourier transforms of the
plastic resin, cut into thin sections, and stained with heavy metalscorresponding real-space functions and u is the spatial frequency.
before viewing. Alternatively, specimens can be placed in a solu-The modified data set is then converted back to real space for
tion of heavy metal stain that dries down into a glasslike film.the back-projection computation [18,23]. The latter is accom-
Since these preparations are relatively beam stable, minimizingplished by creating ‘‘back-projection rays,’’ Pb

j (x j , y j , z j) , via
electron dose has not been a major concern in electron tomogra-convolution of p *uj(x j , y j) with the function:
phy. Unfortunately, traditional methods for specimen preparation

1j Å d(x j , y j)rc(z j) are highly disruptive to some specimens, and in all cases, high-
resolution fine structure is distorted. Development of cryoelectron

where j denotes the j th tilt angle, u; and microscopic techniques [24,25] has enabled viewing unstained
specimens in their native, hydrated state, but these preparations

c(z j) Å 1 for 0a ° z j ° a are beam labile. Until recently, beam lability has limited cryoap-
plications to specimens containing multiple copies of a structuralc(z j) Å 0 otherwise
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Table I. Predicted resolution for beam-labile specimens.

Volume D (nm) N Q e/nm2 dp (nm) d
£

(nm)

Without dose fractionation
1 521 61 82 18.2 18.2
2 285 41 122 14.9 14.9
3 133 25 200 11.6 11.6
4 48 13 385 8.4 8.4

With dose fractionation
1 521 241 21 35.9 4.6
2 285 121 41 25.7 5.0
3 133 51 82 18.2 4.6
4 48 25 200 11.6 4.2

Expected resolution levels are shown that are feasible for four different-sized specimens. D Å specimen diameter; N Å number of views collected over {1207 angular
range; Q Å electron dose per projection (Qtotal for the reconstruction á 5000 e/nm2); dp Å statistically significant resolution of each projection image; and d

£
Å resolution

of the reconstructed volume as limited by angular sampling. According to the principle of dose fractionation, the statistically significant resolution of the reconstructed
volume is determined by Qtotal , rather than Q, and is equal to 2.3 nm for all examples.

motif because different copies of the unit structure can be aver- if S /N and the angular sampling are matched to the same resolu-
tion level.aged and used to provide different tilt views.

Recently, the development of methods for automated data The values in the first half of Table I were computed assuming
that the desired level of resolution must be obtained for eachcollection [26–28] has enabled the recording of a tilt series at

a greatly reduced electron dose, resulting in the application of image of the tilt series. Hegerl and Hoppe, however, postulated
that the required dose can be fractionated among different viewscryoelectron tomography to small model systems [29,30]. This

development has regenerated interest in determining the mini- in the tilt series [34]. Analyzing projection formation as a sto-
chastic process, Hegerl and Hoppe showed that:mum electron dose required for adequate signal-to-noise ratio

(S /N) in electron tomography. The image signal in an average
unit area is given by: Var{P(x , uk)} Å (2/Q)Rmax

S Å I0d 2C
and

where I0 Å the illumination level ( i.e., the electron dose); d Å
limiting resolution; and C Å ‘‘contrast,’’ a quantity related to Var{r(r , f)} Å (2p 2 /3KQ)R 3

max
image variance. Assuming noise follows a Poisson distribution:

where Var{P(x , uk)} and Var{r(r , f)} Å variances of theN Å (I0d 2) 1/2

projection and object functions expressed in polar coordinates;
and Q Å integral dose per projection; Rmax Å Fourier radius of the

limiting resolution; and K Å number of projections (over the full
S 2 /N 2 Å I0d 2C 2 ¢ 25 1807 angular range). If QT is the total dose required for statistical

significance in an image (i.e., S /N ¢ 5), then the minimumThe requirement for S /N ¢ 5 is an empirical rule of thumb
dose per projection required for statistical significance in the 3Dknown as the Rose criteria [31]. The value of C varies with the
reconstruction is approximately QT /K . This result indicates thatspecimen, but for a mass density 1.2 times that of water, which
a statistically significant 3D reconstruction can be computed fromis reasonable for unstained specimens, Saxberg and Saxton [32]
statistically insignificant projections, and that in principle, thecalculated that 3000 e/nm2 are required for statistical significance
required electron dose can be partitioned among any number ofat 3 nm resolution (thus, C Ç 0.03 for this density) . The upper
projections. This controversial theorem has recently been verifiedradiation limit before severe specimen damage (i.e., the specimen
by McEwen et al. [31] using an extensive series of computerstarts to ‘‘bubble’’) is about 5000 e/nm2. In theory, it is possible
simulations (Fig. 3) . The practical importance of dose fraction-to obtain 2.3 nm resolution with this maximum dose, but speci-
ation is that beam lability does not prevent adequate angularmens suffer increasing loss of high-resolution features with dose
sampling. Therefore, in principle it should always be possible tolevels much above 1000 e/nm2 [33]. Thus, the dose requirement
obtain 3–4 nm resolution via cryoelectron tomography. The sec-for statistical significance is in conflict with minimizing resolution
ond half of Table I demonstrates that using dose fractionation,loss due to radiation damage. Although no quantitative measure
4–5 nm can be obtained for most specimens using a reasonableof resolution loss with electron exposure has been formulated,
number of tilt views. With this level of dose fractionation, indi-empirical data suggest that 3–4 nm is the resolution limit for a
vidual projections receive adequate dose for alignment because2D image of a single copy of a frozen-hydrated specimen [33].
a sufficient number of low-resolution features are imaged withSince radiation damage appears to be cumulative, the dose
statistical significance [31]. Presumably, the principle of doseper image must be lowered in proportion to the number of images
fractionation will be useful in other applications of biomedicalin the tilt series. Thus, resolution in tomographic 3D reconstruc-
imaging where the total radiation exposure is a concern.tions appears to be constrained by the conflicting demands for

lower dose to prevent specimen damage, higher dose for adequate
S /N , and more tilt views for adequate angular sampling. Table D. Specimen Geometry and the Resulting Limited Angular

Coverage. Most specimens currently studied by electron to-I lists resolution values that are possible for various sized objects
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Figure 3. Simulation of dose fractionation. In a computer simulation, a total dose of 9 1 106 quanta/pixel has been fractionated among 36,
180, 1800, and 18,000 projections. All projections were computed from a 3D helical model created by stacking rotated copies of a 2D electron
microscopic image of a centriole. Frames (a–d) show the zero-degree projections imaged at the fractionated dose, and frames (a *–d * ) show
the central slice from the corresponding 3D reconstructions. The image quality of the 3D reconstructions remains roughly constant, despite
the extreme degradation of individual projections with increased dose-fractionation. (Taken from [31], with permission) .

mography, whether frozen-hydrated, dried down from stain solu- rotation stages because the sample cannot be easily maintained
at the eucentric point.tion, or embedded in plastic and cut into thin sections, have planar

dimensions of 100–300 mm, but thicknesses of 0.05–0.50 mm. Recently, Penczek et al. [22] developed a double-tilt scheme
that combines two single-axis data sets that are collected aboutThus, the specimen geometry is effectively an infinite slab (Fig.
orthogonal tilt axes. This scheme, which is readily implemented4). This has several deleterious consequences for electron tomog-
on existing specimen stages of electron microscopes, reduces theraphy, the most significant of which is the limited angular cover-
amount of missing Fourier information from a wedge to a pyra-age ({607–{707) that arises because the specimen becomes im-
mid, and thereby provides most of the benefits of conical tilting.penetrable to the electron beam at high tilt angles. As a result,
Test 3D reconstructions of a mitochondrion demonstrate that theelectron tomographic reconstructions computed from a single-
double-tilt scheme prevents membrane discontinuities and resultsaxis data set have a wedge of information missing in their 3D
in higher clarity of fine structure [22]. As with conical tilting,Fourier transforms (Fig. 5) . In general, missing Fourier informa-
double tilting requires collecting twice the amount of data, buttion along one axis leads to an elongation of the specimen in real
Penczek et al. demonstrated that the benefits of double tiltingspace and anisotropic resolution (i.e., different along each of the
could be realized without increasing the number of views andthree coordinate axes) [22,23]. This in turn causes linear features
with only a small loss of resolution, by using a finer tilt-anglein the cell (membranes, fibers, etc.) to appear discontinuous when
increment at high tilt angles and a coarser tilt-angle increment atoriented in an unfavorable direction.
low tilt angles. It will be important to test whether the principleOne solution to the missing-wedge problem is to mount speci-
of dose fractionation can be applied to the double-tilt scheme,mens in a cylindrical geometry, since the full angular range will
and thereby enable collecting a double-tilt series at the same totalbe available if the specimen is tilted about the cylindrical axis.
dose and S /N as a single-axis series.This approach has been successfully employed on material

mounted inside or on the surface of a micropipette [35], but the
method has not yet seen general use owing to difficulties in E. Application of Electron Tomography to Chromosome
mounting specimens in or on the micropipette. Alternatively, the Motion. We have initiated a study of chromosome motion that
effects of anisotropic resolution can be mitigated by employing combines electron tomography with video-enhanced light micros-
a conical geometry for collecting the tilt series, because this copy. Since electron microscopy is incompatible with living sys-
scheme reduces the amount of missing Fourier information from tems, light microscopy is required to study motion of cellular
a wedge to a cone (Fig. 5) [23]. For electron tomography, how- components. To retain high-resolution structural determinations,
ever, conical tilting requires more views for the equivalent resolu- same-cell correlative light and electron microscopy techniques

have evolved. In this approach, cells are followed from a livingtion and is difficult to implement on commonly available tilt-
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mono-oriented but, with rare exceptions, it eventually acquires
bi-oriented attachment. In a process known as congression, bi-
oriented chromosomes migrate to the spindle equator, where they
are positioned halfway between the two poles. The stage when
all chromosomes have migrated to the equator is known as meta-
phase, and it is characterized by oscillations of many of the
chromosomes about the equatorial plane. Metaphase is followed
by anaphase, where sister chromatids separate and migrate inde-
pendently toward their respective spindle poles. Upon completion
of anaphase, chromosomes decondense, the nuclear envelope re-
forms, and the process of cytokinesis creates two distinct cells.

Chromosome movement during mitosis results from an inter-
action between the kinetochore, a specialized microtubule-bind-
ing region of each chromatid, and the (/) ends of a subset
of spindle microtubules known as the kinetochore microtubules
(kMts) . The kinetochore consists of a trilaminar disk (a densely
staining outer plate separated from a densely staining inner plate
by a lightly staining region) with fibrous material on the distal
surface of the outer plate (Figs. 6 and 7) [37]. Several proteins
have been localized to the kinetochore area but none conclusively
to the outer plate [38,39]. According to our current understand-
ing, the kinetochore is a functionally complex organelle that pro-
duces force for poleward chromosome motion [40–43] while
simultaneously holding the ends of kMts and allowing them to
grow and shrink by addition or loss of subunits within its confines
[44–46].

From initial attachment through early anaphase, kinetochores
Figure 4. Illustration of the infinite-slab geometry typical of electron

are capable of accommodating both poleward (P) and away frommicroscopic specimens. Arrow indicates the direction of the electron
the pole (AP) motion [43]. Each type of movement is distinct,beam, while the plane of projection indicates the area where the image
with P motion requiring kMt disassembly and movement towardis recorded. The direction of the tilt axis is orthogonal to the plane of
kMt (0) ends, and AP motion requiring kMt assembly and move-the figure. The solid lines indicate the region of the specimen that is
ment toward kMt (/) ends [43,47–49]. The direction of chro-in the viewing area at the indicated tilt angles. Hatched area of the

specimen denotes material that is in the viewing area at 607 tilt but mosome motion abruptly switches throughout most of mitosis,
not at 07 tilt. This material causes a problem only in areas of the with oscillations especially evident during monopolar attachment
specimen where the electron beam passes through both hatched and and metaphase [43,50].
clear regions. This area of overlap is small as long as the tilt angle is Presently there are no direct data concerning the molecular
not ú607, and the length of the viewing area is 5–10 times the speci- events involved in P and AP chromosome motion, or the switch-
men thickness, as in the illustration. If the length of the viewing area

ing mechanism. One model proposes that during AP motion theand specimen thickness are more nearly equal, then a significant
kMts grow through the outer plate to reach an internally locatedportion of the 3D reconstruction will be affected by the artifact. Above
(/) end directed microtubule motor protein, while during P mo-607, the area of overlap increases rapidly with increased tilt angle, as
tion force is generated from the energetics of kMt disassemblydoes the path length of the electron beam. For these reasons, quality
at the distal surface of the outer plate where kMts are anchoreddata are rarely obtained above 707 tilt.
by corona fibers [47,51,52]. A variety of data have subsequently
demonstrated that tension on the kinetochore/kMt junction is a
primary effector for switching kinetochores from P to AP motionstate by light microscopy, rapidly fixed at a defined point in time,

and then viewed in high resolution by electron microscopy. In [49]. In addition, more recent data indicate that the kinetochore
switches between a force-generating phase for P motion and athe following study, we have incorporated electron tomography

into this process for high-resolution 3D analysis. neutral state [50,53], and does not normally generate AP motion.
These recent observations suggest to us a model in which it isThe elegant movements of chromosomes during mitosis have

long fascinated biologists, even before the significance of this the force for P motion, rather than AP motion, that is generated
internally. Tension pulls the kMts out to the distal surface of thephenomenon for genetic segregation was appreciated. In verte-

brates, the process begins with the disassembly of cytoplasmic outer plate, thereby disengaging the force-generating mechanism
and creating the neutral state. This model is illustrated by themicrotubules, condensation of the replicated DNA into chromo-

somes, and breakdown of the nuclear envelope [36]. The micro- position of kMt ends in Figure 7. These two contrasting models
for microtubule involvement in switching the direction of motiontubular network re-forms as a bipolar spindle with the fast grow-

ing (/) end of each microtubule distal to the spindle pole from can be tested by measuring the depth of kMt penetration during
P and AP motion.which it emanates (Fig. 6) . Mitotic chromosomes consist of du-

plicate sister chromatids that are held together at a point on the Here we present the penetration data obtained by combining
electron tomography with video-enhanced light microscopy. Inchromosome known as the primary constriction. Chromosomes

become attached to the spindle when sister chromatids bind mi- this approach, cells are followed in a living state by light micros-
copy, rapidly fixed at a point in time when the direction of motioncrotubules from opposite poles. Usually a chromosome is initially
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Figure 5. Illustration of the missing information for single-axis and conical tilting. The tilting geometries are shown in real and Fourier space.
The Fourier transform of each 2D projection is a central slice in the 3D Fourier transform, and as a result, projections from the tilt series sample
the Fourier transform in the shaded regions. The 3D Fourier transforms contain an unsampled region that is a wedge for single-axis tilting and
a cone for conical tilting. R* is the Fourier radius of limiting resolution, beyond which the transform is undersampled. R* can be increased by
using the smaller tilt-angle interval between successive projections. The maximum tilt angle is indicated by a in the single axis and by q in the
conical. (Reproduced from [63], with permission) .

is well defined, and the location of kMt (/) ends determined via buffer. Fixation was verified by continuing the video recording.
electron tomography. Thus far, our results show no correlation As observed by Rieder and Alexander [54], all motion ceased
between direction of motion and depth of kMt penetration, indi- within 1–2 s after the fixative reached the cell. Single low-magni-
cating that neither switching model is correct. fication frames were recorded and the position of the filmed cell

was marked on the glass coverslip with an objective scribe. Cov-
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS erslips were then transferred to small chambers and further fixed

for a total of 30 min in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, washed with phos-PtK1 cells were grown on glass coverslips and transferred to
phate buffer, and postfixed with 2% OsO4. Specimens weremicroperfusion chambers for video-enhanced light microscopy
treated with 0.15% tannic acid and stained for 60 min with 1%[54,55]. Chromosome motion was recorded via time-lapse video,
uranyl acetate. This preliminary staining was followed by ausing differential interference contrast, on a Nikon Microphot,
graded ethanol dehydration series, extraction with propylene ox-with a 601 objective [55]. The recording rate was 15 frames/

min, and the culture was maintained at 377C using a block heater ide, and flat embedding in epon [56]. After curing, scribe marks
for the specimen stage. At the appropriate time, cells were rapidly were transferred to the epon, the glass coverslips removed by

etching, and the resulting preparations trimmed and glued ontofixed by perfusion with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate
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Figure 6. Overview of a mitotic cell. An electron micrograph from the cell displaying the spindle poles, microtubules, and chromosomes. The
indicated bi-oriented chromosome is connected to both spindle poles via microtubules attached to the sister kinetochores while the indicated
mono-oriented chromosome still has one kinetochore that is unattached to the mitotic spindle. Bar Å 2 mm.

an epon block for sectioning [54]. Serial sections approximately selected using the WEB graphics interface for SPIDER. The same
gold markers were selected in each projection of the first and130 nm thick were collected on formvar-coated slot grids, and

subsequently stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. second single-axis series. For each projection series, the selected
marker coordinates were then subjected to the iterative least-Successive serial sections were viewed on a Zeiss 910 electron

microscope, using an accelerating voltage of 120 kV, an LaB6 squares analysis. Generally the average error isõ1 pixel, demon-
strating the reliability of the resulting alignment parameters.filament, and the Köhler illumination system. Collection of the

double-tilt series proceeded by successively collecting two single- These parameters were applied to the physical alignment of the
projections. Wrap-around effects in the resulting images showaxis tilt series, one orthogonal to the other (Fig. 8) . For each

series, the specimen was tilted about a single axis, orthogonal to the extent of these adjustments (Fig. 8) .
The two orthogonal tilt series were then aligned to one another,the electron beam, in 27 intervals from0607 to/607. After collec-

tion of the first series, the specimen was removed from the micro- in terms of Eulerian angles, using a quaternion-based routine
[22]. The resulting Eulerian angles were used as input parametersscope and rotated manually by approximately 907. Each projec-

tion was digitally recorded using a CCD camera coupled with a to compute the 3D reconstruction via the modified back-projec-
tion method. However, in this case a general weighting functionfiberoptic YAG crystal (Gatan Corp., CA).

All image manipulation and image processing were carried must be employed since the data set is not collected from a single
axis geometry.out on a Silicon Graphics INDY using SPIDER/WEB, a modular

image processing/graphics display software system [57], and Analysis of the 3D reconstructions employed a high-pass ker-
nel for edge enhancement:Sterecon, a graphics package [58]. The first step is alignment of

projections within each single-axis series, which was accom-
plished by selecting reference points common to all projections 01 01 01

01 /9 01
01 01 01

using the method of Penczek and Feuerbach [22]. Ten to 12 gold
particles encompassing the kinetochore region were manually
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Figure 9. Illustration of the scheme used to assign relative penetra-
tion values to kinetochore microtubules. The boundaries of the outer
plate are represented by values ranging from 0 to 1. Microtubules
that have not penetrated the outer plate assume valuesõ 0, microtu-
bules that end within the outer plate assume values between 0 and
1, and microtubules that have penetrated through the outer plate into
the space before the inner plate assume values ú 1.

Figure 7. Illustration of a model for chromosome motion. The bi-
oriented chromosome is moving toward the spindle pole designated
P2. In this model, poleward motion involves removal of tubulin sub-

kMts, the amount of penetration was defined as the ratio of theunits from microtubules that are embedded in the P kinetochore outer
kinetochore plate width to the penetrating kMt length (Fig. 9) .plate (OP). These microtubules are postulated to be in contact with

a force-generating mechanism that is located within the outer plate. Positions at the boundaries of the outer plate were represented
Motion away from the other spindle pole (P1) is characterized by the by values of 0 and 1, and therefore a kMt ending in the center
addition of tubulin subunits onto microtubules at the surface of the of the plate was assigned a relative penetration value of 0.5.
AP kinetochore outer plate. Since microtubules at the surface of the Any kMt that did not penetrate the outer kinetochore plate was
outer plate are not in contact with the force generating mechanism, characterized by a negative relative penetration value, while a
the AP kinetochore does not produce movement. The inner plates

kMt that passed through the proximal surface of the outer plate( IP) of the AP and P kinetochores are structurally distinct from the
was characterized by a value ú 1.outer plates (OP) and separated by an intermediary space.

The implementation of these measurements was carried out
using the Sterecon program for contour tracing [58]. In each
slice of the volume, the borders of the kinetochore outer plateand a median filter for smoothing which applied a filter length
and the kMts were traced (Fig. 10). Tracing was aided by usingof 9 and a box-shaped filter support.
a median filter to smooth the reconstruction and clarify the bound-

III. ANALYSIS OF THE 3D RECONSTRUCTION aries of the kinetochore outer plate (which are often difficult to
distinguish from the interacting corona proteins) [Fig. 10(c)] .The 3D reconstructions were analyzed for relative kMt penetra-

tion into the kinetochore outer plate by quantitatively determining In a separate step, a high-pass kernel was applied for edge en-
hancement to facilitate identification of kMt ends [Fig. 10(b)] .the relative positions of the kMts and the kinetochore outer plate,

as illustrated in Figure 9. To facilitate comparisons of several Boundaries of the outer plate were drawn in every slice of the

Figure 8. Digitized electron micrographs from the double-tilt series. The wrap-around effect in the images is the result of applying the
alignment parameters. (a) View of the 0607 tilt. (b) View of the 07 tilt. (c ) View of the orthogonal 07 tilt. Bar Å 0.25 mm.
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Figure 11. Determination of relative penetration. (a) Measurements
of the outer plate width (green), and the microtubule penetration (also
green), are made from the boundary information (Fig. 10) using the
procedure described in the text. (b) Model of the 3D volume gener-
ated by stacking Sterecon tracings of each serial slice of the 3D
reconstruction.

Figure 10. Determination of boundaries for the microtubules and the
outer plate. (a) One slice of the tomographic 3D reconstruction volume
of the kinetochore and its associated microtubules. (b) High-pass-fil-
tered slice for Sterecon tracing of the microtubule (red). (c) Median-
filtered slice for Sterecon tracing of the kinetochore outer plate (white).
The one-pixel-wide Sterecon lines have been enhanced for viewing. Bar Figure 12. Distribution of the penetration of kinetochore-microtu-
Å 0.25 mm. bules in the outer plate of AP kinetochores of congressing chromo-

somes and P and AP kinetochores of mono-oriented chromosomes.
volume, while each kMt was independently traced in the central Relative penetration values are assigned to each microtubule ac-
seven slices of that portion of the 3D reconstruction where the cording to the scheme in Figure 8 and as described in the text. In
kMt appeared. Tracings of the outer plate and kMts were then total, 25 kMts on AP kinetochores and 42 kMts on P kinetochores

are represented in the distribution.displayed together in Sterecon (Fig. 11). Line measurements
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were drawn along the cylindrical axis of the kMt tracings, starting cannot be identified with certainty in rapidly frozen, freeze-substi-
tuted preparations. For this reason, the data in Figure 12 arefrom the distal surface of outer plate and proceeding to the proxi-

mal surface of the outer plate (plate vectors) or to the end of the complementary to results obtained with freeze-substituted mate-
rial and will be important in evaluating these future studies.kMt [kMt vectors; see green lines in Fig. 11(a)] . The ratio of

these vectors determined the relative penetration value as defined
in Figure 9. When the kMt did not reach the distal surface of the V. CONCLUSIONS
outer plate, the kMt vector was negative, insuring that the relative When used in conjunction with other experimental techniques,
penetration would be õ0. In the example illustrated by Figures electron tomography is a powerful tool for addressing biological
10 and 11, the kMt terminated at the proximal surface of the structure/function questions at the cellular level. For example,
outer plate; hence, the plate and kMt vectors were equal so the the data that we present in this report were obtained by combining
relative penetration was 1. For each kMt, measurements were electron tomography with video light microscopy, and were used
averaged from the seven central slices that were traced. to evaluate two models for the bidirectional motion of mitotic

chromosomes. Other recent applications demonstrate that when
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION adeptly applied, electron tomography can be used to address a
The above procedure was used to determine the relative penetra- wide variety of biological questions, including initiation of micro-
tion of 42 kMts into the P kinetochores from five mono-oriented tubule assembly from centrosomes, tension transmission in mus-
chromosomes, and 25 kMts into the AP kinetochores from five cle contraction, initial events in mineralization of skeletal tissue,
congressing and mono-oriented chromosomes. The resulting dis- arrangement of nucleosomes in chromatin fibers, cristae structure
tributions of relative kMt penetration for AP and P kinetochores in mitochondria, and secretion from the Golgi apparatus. Cur-
are presented in Figure 12. The distributions show no evidence rently, new technical developments that reduce the deleterious
of a correlation between direction of motion and relative kMt effects of limited angular coverage and enable recording a tilt
penetration. Preliminary data for P and AP kinetochores of bi- series with reduced electron dose are increasing the effectiveness
oriented chromosomes also show no evidence of a correlation of electron tomography. Employment of these methods will im-
between penetration and direction of motion (data not shown). prove the quality of both the specimen preparation and the 3D

The results in Figure 12 are inconsistent both with the model reconstructions, and thereby extend and improve the analysis and
in Figure 7 and with the earlier model postulating poleward force interpretation that can be performed. Cryoelectron tomography
generation on the distal surface of the kinetochore outer plate is just beginning to find application, but it promises to open up
[47]. Instead, the data indicate that the direction of chromosome exciting new frontiers for the exploration of biological structure
motion is unrelated to the depth of kMt penetration, implying in a native, hydrated state. In addition, rapid freezing can be used
that the control mechanism operates via other parameters. The to capture transient functional states, and hence, cryoelectron
data also suggest that kinetochores move AP and P at roughly tomography has the potential to explore a wide range of mecha-
the same velocity as kMts grow and shrink; otherwise, a disparity nistic questions. Thus, we can anticipate that in the near future,
in kMt penetration would arise owing to kMt growth and shrink- electron tomography will provide even more new insights into
age pushing ahead of, or lagging behind, the kinetochores. Alter- biological structure and function.
natively, it is possible that kMts grow and shrink at variable rates
that are independent from the growth and shrinkage rates of other ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
kMts on the same kinetochore.
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